1997 yamaha wave raider 700

Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift
Certificates. Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry
Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Results 1 to 6 of 6. Thread: Yamaha Waveraider Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. I found this one today on craigslist and the guy wants for the ski and
the trailer. He said the ski runs and has compression in both cylinders. Should I be cautious
about buying this jet ski or is this a good deal? Also is this a good jet ski? Or should I keep
looking? Re: Yamaha Waveraider Good fun ski. Even if it needs a few things its still a deal. Re:
Yamaha Waveraider Will it go pretty fast? How much horse power is in it? I have a seadoo xp.
Will it go basically as fast as it? Re: Yamaha Waveraider 73HP. Your XP will be a little faster and
have more power overall. Re: Yamaha Waveraider I recently bought this identical ski and have
been riding it almost twice a week since the end of april. It truly is a blast. The hull design
seems to grip the water well which allows you to do fun quick turns, just hold on tight. The ride
is very comfortable when sitting down. It also has a decent amount of power. I measured the
speed on flat water to be Anyhow, for with trailer you really can't go wrong with this thing if
what he is saying about the compression is true. Test it yourself though, and if you can, test
ride it. This is definitely the ski that is made me fall in love with PWC's. Anyhow, good luck! Re:
Yamaha Waveraider Oh yeah, and make sure he has the titles It is nearly impossible to do so, at
least in my state. High Torque Starters. Graphite Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange.
Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights
reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register.
Not a member yet? Register Now! Pair of performance built Yamaha Waverunner WaveRaiders
and trailer. Yes, I have registration on both and title for trailer. Around hrs on them both. These
have been mechanically restored and updated with just about every performance part ever
made for them. This is the twin cylinder RAu with dual Mikuni 44mm carbs and jet pump. They
start, idle, run, rev and pull exactly as they. Text or call Jetski jet ski pwc seadoo waverunner
waveraider wave runner wave raider waveventure. Really fun and fast Seadoo for sale. Just had
the carbs cleaned engine has great compression on both cylinders. No issues just time to let go
and get something else. I'll throw in the trailer with two life jackets. Serious inquiries only
please. Thanks for looking. Hull is in very good condition. Text or call the prices are listed. Hull
only, no engine or exhaust or electric box. Jet ski for sale Good shape hull, no motor no jet
pump no electrics, gas tank nice seat and other parts still there, in pretty dang good shape, has
2 sets of trim one set real nice and one set a little faded George, UT 1. City: Tucson, AZ. Posted:
1 week ago. City: Richmond, IN. Posted: 3 weeks ago. City: Cincinnati, OH. City: Palm Springs,
CA. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Santa Barbara, CA. City: Imperial, CA. City: Los Angeles, CA.
City: Colorado Springs, CO. City: Grand Rapids, MI. City: Lansing, MI. City: Muskegon, MI. City:
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TX. Posted: 2 months ago. City: Columbus, GA. City: Gadsden, AL. City: Macon, GA. City:
Atlanta, GA. Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts.
Gift Certificates. Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC
Dry Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Results 1 to 6 of 6. Thread: Yamaha Waveraider Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. I found this one today on craigslist and the guy wants for the ski and
the trailer. He said the ski runs and has compression in both cylinders. Should I be cautious
about buying this jet ski or is this a good deal? Also is this a good jet ski? Or should I keep
looking? Re: Yamaha Waveraider Good fun ski. Even if it needs a few things its still a deal. Re:
Yamaha Waveraider Will it go pretty fast? How much horse power is in it? I have a seadoo xp.
Will it go basically as fast as it? Re: Yamaha Waveraider 73HP. Your XP will be a little faster and
have more power overall. Re: Yamaha Waveraider I recently bought this identical ski and have
been riding it almost twice a week since the end of april. It truly is a blast. The hull design
seems to grip the water well which allows you to do fun quick turns, just hold on tight. The ride
is very comfortable when sitting down. It also has a decent amount of power. I measured the
speed on flat water to be Anyhow, for with trailer you really can't go wrong with this thing if
what he is saying about the compression is true. Test it yourself though, and if you can, test
ride it. This is definitely the ski that is made me fall in love with PWC's. Anyhow, good luck! Re:
Yamaha Waveraider Oh yeah, and make sure he has the titles It is nearly impossible to do so, at
least in my state. High Torque Starters. Graphite Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange.
Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights
reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register.
Not a member yet? Register Now! Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding
Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift Certificates. Performance mods? Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction
Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3
Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread: Wave Raider and Venture 's. Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. Wave Raider and Venture 's. Hey new member with a bunch of questions.

Little info first. I have two ski's, wave raider, and a 95 wave venture. Both 's. My dad bought
them new in and we have used them every summer since without a single problem and i mean
not even rebuilt once yet. Always garage kept and are in great shape. Pics if you want? Anyway
heres the deal as they are pretty old now and could probly use a good rebuild. Though the wave
raider will still hit 60mph with just me on it. But we figured after 18 years the could use a good
build and some extra hp. So im curious as to what would be a safe way to get some extra
power? Mill the head, port it, bigger carbs, pipe etc.. Basically what is the proven way to reliable
power. Anyway Im open to ideas so shoot away! Re: Wave Raider and Venture 's. Originally
Posted by Rayken. Big thanks to Newmiller Machine in Oregon for the great work! Mcn6 on
PWCtoday. On these skis just mill the heads and add flame arresters If you more HP to go faster
just sell them and get a ski with a larger engine. Everytime I looked at it all roads led back to
selling it. So mill the head and be happy Old enough to know better Doing it anyway! If they
were mine, and I wanted reliable dependable power, I would think about pulling and going
through each engine. They probably have a lot of hours on them and the cranks might be
getting tired. It's better to catch any problems now than to have a rod window your case. Full
teardown to inspect all crank bearings and rods, if it's all good then put the lower end back
together with new seals I use Jetlyne. Take the cylinders to be mild rec ported or do it yourself.
You will need a dremel or small die gringer and a few carbide burrs. If the top end is beyond
service limits then bore it and get oversize pistons. If it all looks good just give it a hone and put
on new rings. Mill just enough off the head to remove the little lip around the dome. It works
great and will still leave you in pump gas territory. Add an aftermarket flame arrestor system.
These mods alone will be VERY noticeable even without a pipe, and it will likely tune out with
just unscrewing the jet needles a bit. If you still want more then add a pipe and rejet the carbs.
You will also be needing good impellers for both machines. This will put you Raider closer to
57ish on GPS, it should be running about right now. The Venture will end up close to 50mph.
You will also want to consider an aftermarket intake grate and ride plate for the Raider. The
Venture will do fine with the stock pieces. Originally Posted by Myself. Around psi but with the
porting, the head will also need dome cutting to make it up that high. The port work generally
lowers the static compression a bit. On impellers I would go with whatever the manufacturer
recommends for a "limited" engine combo. I think it would be a waste of money to pipe the
Venture. It comes with a decent pipe stock, and it's not really a hot rod machine anyway. Not
sure for the Raider but I did repair one last year with a Factory B pipe and it ripped. If your
Raider is a stock there is no way you are going 60 mph. Have you already done modifications to
it to make it that fast? I'm pretty sure he's referring to the dreamometer guys. I dont have a gps
to get an exact speed for you all but ever since new it has done And i know its not as reliable as
a gps so like you all say it could be wrong. Only thing is are they always off a bit or what?
Because ever since new the raider has been able to get up there. Ive also tested to see if the
speedos on both skis read the same and they are always dead on with each other. What gives?
Anyway so im going to rip the engines out this week i hope and Get to work which should be
fun. Now sorry if this seems retarded but what company's should i be looking at for parts like,
pipes, props, reeds, new gaskets, pistons etc I want to hear what you guys like best! Thanks
again guys! Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. High Torque Starters. Graphite Coated
Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump Parts. All times are
GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved. All Material Copyright Watercraft Superstore.
Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register. Not a member yet? Register Now! Posts 4, Re: Wave
Raider and Venture 's. Originally Posted by Rayken Hey new member with a bunch of questions.
Basically any engine performance mod you do will decrease reliability, so safe Pipe will be your
biggest bang for the buck on most skis - that is the best place to start. Originally Posted by
Myself If they were mine, and I wanted reliable dependable power, I would think about pulling
and going through each engine. Hey thanks for all the info! I was planning on a full rebuild top
and bottom anyway so thatd coverd. And like i figured just a little porting and head milling will
help alot. What kind of pipe should i be looking at? And what kind of props? Its pretty quick
still. On the other hand the venture is getting pretty slow. Thing is they dont have alot of hours
as we have only really used them once a year for two weeks at a time in fresh water so they
arent too beat. Also i can get chevron 94 here in canada so whats my max compression i can
run with that? Wow, I shouldn't of bought a GP, they only do I should have saved my money and
bought a raider. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New
resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are
using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should

upgrade or use an alternative browser. Winterizing Yamaha Waveraider cc. Thread starter
Dwight H Start date Oct 14, Dwight H Recruit. Joined Oct 14, Messages 2. Im a experienced boat
owner, but a first time PWC newbie. I wanted to check on the proper proceedure for winterizing
the 2 stroke waveraider. I Added Stabil to fuel, rev the engine for a few seconds with it tilted up
and blew water out the back. I took the larger hose off that runs. Attached a hose and funnel to
the fitting on the exhaust elbow and poured pure antifreeze in until it ran out the back. Did this
displace the water in the engine? I then fired it up for a couple of seconds and blew antifreeze
out the back. Fogged the engine, and sprayed some down the cylinders, then cranked it to blow
out excess. Put spark plugs back in. Is there anything I missed? Im not familiar with the path the
water takes on the 2 stroke cooling system, and want to make sure i got it right so I dont freeze
it up this winter. Thanks in advance for your advise. Joined Jan 13, Messages Re: Winterizing
Yamaha Waveraider cc Stabil in thr fuel tamk? And the antifreeze step in not necessary in a
Waverunneryamaha makes no recommnedation to use it when you winterize as nearly all the
water is blown out by revving the engine a few times when it's out of the water and the little bit
that remains is not "trapped" anywhere where expansion from freezing will do any harm. I'm in
Ohio as well and my and all my neighbors PWCs sit either outside or in unheated garages and
none of us have ever used antifreeze we just follow Yamaha's recommendation which is basicly
all the other stuff you've done. Here's a good PWC dedicated website where you can get more
info Greenhulk Personal Watercraft Performance Forums The antifreeze you put in wont hurt
anything but not necessary. Re: Winterizing Yamaha Waveraider cc jetboater said:. Stabil in thr
fuel tamk? Re: Winterizing Yamaha Waveraider cc You did no harm by using it--and keep asking
the questions! We all had them when we started! PWCs are designed to be able to blow most of
the water out by revving them a few times after you put them on the trailer--we usually start and
rev them as we head up the ramp so their at an angle that's my wife's job as i pull the trailer out.
Just start the ski and quickly rev it up about halfway a couple of times than shut it offjust takes
a couple of seconds. All fun places to ride. Re: Winterizing Yamaha Waveraider cc Take a look
at the yamaha 2 stroke sections of those forums to get recomendations on maintanance tips
and recommended upgrades. One upgrade for them are "waveeater" clips that keep the valves
from dropping you can google "waveeater" and find some good writeups and see whether your
skis are candidates for them--i think they prevent a big potential problem. You must log in or
register to reply here. Yamaha's WaveRaider was unveiled in to be sold along side the brand's
popular WaveRunner models. The first models used an horsepower engine that helped mark
what the company marketed as a new era in personal watercraft speed racing. Although the
WaveRaider did not undergo as many revisions as the WaveRunner, many models remain on
the water. Development of the WaveRaider can be traced to , when the Yamaha company began
selling personal watercraft designed for people to ride much like they would a bicycle or a
horse. It was called the WaveRunner. The WaveRaider debuted eight years later. The
WaveRaider's cc engine packs 80 horsepower. Just one year after the watercraft's release, in ,
Yamaha began manufacturing WaveRaiders with cc engines. The more powerful WaveRaider
contained horsepower that could push the watercraft almost 60 mph. The WaveRaider has a
two-stroke engine. The RA models run on two cylinders. The RA runs on three. Maximum output
of an RA is 6, rpm. The RA went up to 6, rpm. The WaveRaider weighs between and lbs. It has a
fiberglass hull. The watercraft is 9. David Hunt became a professional journalist in The written
warranties provided hereunder are in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied,
including all warranties of merchantability and warranties of fitness for a particular purpose.
SBT shall not be liable to the user or buyer for any incidental, consequential, or special
damages of any type. The exclusive remedy of the user or buyer and the limit of the liability or
SBT, for all losses, damages, or injuries from the use of SBT parts, products or repairs
including claims based upon contract negligence, strict liability, or tort shall be the replacement
or repair remedies specified under the written warranties set forth herein below. These terms
are an essential part of the bargain between the parties based upon the price of sale negotiated
herein. SBT warrants its standard remanufactured engines for a period of one 1 year from the
date of the original purchase against any failure that would require replacement. In the event
that an engine with a two 2 year warranty is purchased, all the same guidelines apply with the
exception of the term. SBT's obligations hereunder are limited to the repair or replacement of
the engine. The foregoing are the Buyer's exclusive remedies. The terms of the limited warranty
are expressed on SBT's standard invoice and the terms are incorporated herein. In the event
that a Buyer asserts any claim against SBT, under the aforementioned warranties or otherwise,
and if said claims are not resolved through negotiations between the parties, then all such
claims and disputes shall be subject to non-binding mediation in Pinellas County, Florida, as a
condition precedent to Buyer's asserting any legal action against SBT. Said mediation shall be
conducted by a certified mediator under the laws of the state of Florida, and each party shall be

responsible for paying an equal share of all mediation costs. This mandatory mediation shall be
a condition precedent to the filing of any legal action or lawsuit. If said claims are not settled
through mediation, all legal actions or lawsuits shall be brought exclusively in Pinellas County,
Florida and the prevailing party shall be entitled to attorneys' fees and costs. The terms of this
agreement shall be enforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction. Venue for the
enforcement of this agreement or for the resolution of any dispute between Buyer and SBT shall
be adjudicated in Pinellas County, Florida, and venue for all suits shall be fixed in Pinellas
County, Florida. FX1 Coupler Shaft 61L Assembly Sealant Kit. Remanufactured OE Impeller
Exchange. Visit Program Description for further details. This is a Premium remanufactured
Yamaha T engine. It includes the cases, cylinders, trued and welded Crankshaft, head, all new
internal parts and a 2-year no-fault warranty. Please call SBT for shipping rates. Warranty The
written warranties provided hereunder are in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied,
including all warranties of merchantability and warranties of fitness for a particular purpose.
Telephonic notice shall not be effective unless an authorization number is issued by SBT. From
the date of notice to SBT, the Buyer must return the defective unit within thirty 30 days to SBT
postage prepaid otherwise, all warranties hereunder are null and void. SBT assumes no liability
for product returned to the factory without prior written approval. The product must arrive
including only the original parts supplied by SBT with the original purchase. SBT is not
responsible for any extra parts left on your engine or crankshaft. Any parts left on your warranty
will be discarded by SBT. SBT assumes no liability for labor charges or damage to other
components or assemblies resulting from failure of the engine. This warranty does not apply to
an engine which been subject to modification or has been disassembled, including, but not
limited to, removal of the head. Any warranty work performed by SBT does not extend the
original warranty period of either one 1 year or two 2 years from the date of original purchase.
The express written warranties set forth herein constitute the only warranties made by SBT in
connection with this transaction. As noted herein below, all other warranties, express or
implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are
expressly disclaimed. All limited warranties specified herein are conditioned upon Buyer's
immediate notice to SBT of the alleged fault or defect. This warranty does not apply to personal
watercraft PWC used for rental or commercial purposes. Your account must be current and in
good standing before SBT will perform any warranty work. Shipping Current lead time on
out-of-stock motors is Weeks. All Rights Reserved. Copyrights and Trademarks belong to their
respective companies. The Yamaha Waveraider is known by Yamaha as the RAT, and it was
designed to be the fastest wave rider on the water in With a lightweight fiberglass hull, this
model weighed lbs without fuel. The was the basic Waveraider model, but the specifications of
this wave rider still provided a great deal of power for optimum performance. The body itself
was It used a jet pump propulsion system with axial flow and a single stage. The impeller
rotation was counterclockwise and the transmission was a direct drive from engine. The
steering angle was 23 degrees with a margin of one degree. In addition, the RA took regular
gasoline, and two-stroke outboard motor oil. The fuel to oil mixing ration was In , the fuel tank
capacity of the Waveraider was The engine of the Yamaha Waveraider had a displacement of cc
and a horsepower of The two-stroke engine had two cylinders that produced a bore and stroke
of 81mmX68mm. The compression ratio was 7. In addition, this model came standard with a
reed valve, floatless intake system. There were also two carburetors with a choke starting
system, loop charged scavenging system, oil injection lubrication system, used a water coolant,
and had an electric starter. These spec
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ifications produced a maximum speed of The maximum fuel consumption was 9 gallons and
the cruising range at full throttle was 1. For proper maintenance of your Yamaha Waveraider ,
you must know the maintenance specifications of the vehicle's cc engine. The cylinder head's
warpage limit was 0. The cylinder's bore size was roughly 3. The wear limit on the cylinder was
3. The out-of-round limit for the cylinders was 0. Then, the piston was roughly 3. The piston
clearance was between 0. The limit was 0. In addition, there was a Keystone piston ring. JoAnn
Joubert started writing in , specializing in the areas of equestrian sports, cars and business.
She authored a textbook on the creative industries and was awarded for her work on U. Joubert
holds a Bachelor of Science in political science from the University of Louisiana. Maintenance
Specifications For proper maintenance of your Yamaha Waveraider , you must know the
maintenance specifications of the vehicle's cc engine. References iboats.

